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In August 1920, launched by a number of intellectuals, such as Chen Duxiu, the 
CPC (Communist Party of China) Shanghai sponsor group was founded. They also 
established the first popular publication for the Chinese working class——Label 
Sector. The publication took the task of propagating Marxism, and promoted the up 
grating of Chinese working class on consciousness. It was very popular among 
workers, and it was known as a mouthpiece of workers and "the star of the rescuing 
workers. This paper temps to explore what the publication said and how it expressed 
based on the interpretation of the text and the combination of historical materials, 
and try to found how it acted as the role of "awakened one", and how to promote the 
consciousness of the working class.  
In addition to the introduction，this paper consists of five parts: First of all, it 
mainly deals with the environment when the Label Sector was founded, namely the 
combination of Chinese intellectuals and the labor movement in the 1920s; Then it 
talks about the Label Sector and its main writers and readers; The third part mainly 
interpret the content of the Label Sector. It takes the suffering and liberation of 
working class for the appealing point to awake the working class consciousness. On 
the time, it also revealed the phenomenon that the working class believes "fatalism" 
and them tend to be deceived by "fake working union" etc. These phenomena reflect 
the weakness of the working class, and will prevent the awakening of working class 
consciousness. The fourth part summarizes the strategic and characteristics of the 
discourse .In addition, in the 20th century, the discourse pattern was associated with 
political right, so this paper attempts to take it for further thinking. 
 in the process of education and mobilization, the Label Sector has its strategic ，
such as, the correspondence of language with the working class, the Gradual  
rhythm, the guidance of values and morality, the intimate contact with the working 
class, etc. 
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∗ 注：例如中华全国总工会中国工人运动史研究室编的《中国工运史料》1958 年—1986 年；王建初，孙
茂生主编的《中国工人运动史》（1987 年）；王玉玺主编的《中国工人运动通史》（1992 年）；沈以行
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